
77th knowledge seekers workshop  

KF is opening manufacturing world wide, Power Unit coming, the output is generally 3 

to 4 kwh, 18 cm high. Holding the blueprints for 18 months to the manufacturing, then 

open to public, Health Pain Pads.  (:15).  Disaster coming to USA soon, they should not 

get in the way to help Dominican Republic, KF will hold 10000 power generators in 

reserve for disaster emergency, including pain pens and water units.    (:21).  West Coast 

of USA a shift in continental plates Earthquake. We will manufacture Kits for time of 

Disaster, they'll produce power and clean water and Pain pens, "Pizza Stacker".  (:27).  

Have gone into production of UFO, flight systems, Sohel trying to control craft by his 

thoughts. Every country on this planet will be effected by using solid state plasma, Tesla 

ran a car in US with power supply in Russia, we have surpassed that already.  (:37).  

Video of "My Gans journey".  (:44).  switch over to Thomas of Dominican Republic, 

online KS for past few years, just wiped out by Flood set back 20 years, call for help to 

KF and beautiful response, Mud slides, and people cut off, $10,000 given in aid, 200 pain 

pads, water units, Mike Nashiff helping out, you can produce systems locally, (golden 

age of Gans, Youtube), you have all the faculties to do the work yourself, make available 

the technology to clean water, the Gans sinks to bottom and drink the top. (:53). Add 

heavy saltwater from sea, to ash it becomes a Gans, you can put  Nano coated Cu wire in 

that water, it will clean it 90 to 100%, test the water. Thanking a lot of people to help. 

Asks Keshe to share what he knows about the earth changes. A huge plate movement 

immanent in the coming months in West Coast of US, this disaster will force World 

Peace, American forces will not be able to meet it, recall all military forces to build 

homes for those who lost homes, estimate 10 to 20 million.    (1:00).  CA is 8th biggest 

economy in world. Naval ships will become homes, Nuclear Warheads will be in danger. 

There is no practical advice, it will happen in 2 sequences, he was not wrong on 

Fukoshima, but could be totally wrong, Theran earthquake immanent. Global effect, we 

can not say, this is beginning of the split of 2 continents. Volcanoes are possible. 

Hawaiian islands to partially submerge, New Zealand affected. This is the warning. 

(1:16).   The inland dams supplying CA will break and the Nukes will leak, in a series of 

earthquake, what we saw with Fukoshima. How many people remember New Orleans, 

etc. Disasters help man to grow, it's part of the structure of mankind. Mexico City will be 

devastated, the city is built on rock and roll. We can't run away, we wait until it happens, 

and then deal with it. The KF technology will be there to help people survive. Conversion 

of the plasma to food, it just happened to be at this time, it's not planned. It's the 

separation of 2 continents, it's done by the field forces of the planet, absolutely immanent. 

No comment on exact date, if you live in area, move.    (1:27).     Keshe explains the 

effect of season changes and on Earthquakes and cracking of the plates. Australia will be 

pushed in direction of South America. If we miss it this year maybe next year. Document 

how you spend the money. Get people to make the pens and economy moving. Keshe 

will open the power unit blueprint to make the units, collaborate with Philippines.    

(1:43).  May have to release the wireless power. (1:47).  Agriculture presentation from 

Mexico, started with CO2 Gans, his water supply was contaminated, used nano wires in 

the roots of the plants and collect the seeds, wanted to go back to original seeds, the nano 

wires were fixing N in soil, using the hoses with Gans.    (2:00).    His family member 

started to consume the nano treated plants, used nano coated wires in germinating beds, 

watered one time with Gans water, 3 times more in first trial, and withstood 7 days frost.   



(2:09).  No side effects were seen in people who consumed food, label it Gans made 

vegetable.  (2:16).  Showed picture of Nano coated nails.  (2:24). rambling on ... some 

photos.  (2:29)   Keshe asks him to setup a protocol, Gans has been used in South 

America for thousands of years, nails and ash. (2:39).  Keshe says nano coat plastic pipes 

inside and out, run the water very slow through pipes so water can absorb energy, also 

add short pieces of different metals pipes.  (2:45).  Do the crops made with nano 

materials have healing properties, and eradicate all the diseases through the food?  He 

says he feels more energetic, doesn't get sick anymore. He has one starship reactor and 

after 20 years now water in the wells. (2:55). Photos of harvest, confirms increase in 

harvest. (3:01). Wheat experiment the dog kept eating and wheat kept growing.  (3:07).  

KF setting up agricultural communities to share knowledge. The lettuce keeps longer. 

(3:24). Keshe talks about life on this planet and how the heavy metal and minerals are 

part of this formation, Plants (vertical people) use Mg and Animals (horizontal people)  

use Fe, is there an interim or is it the fish life. (3:29)   Question about "structured water", 

when water goes through vortices it changes its structure. They decontaminate and 

energize the water.  (3:35).  Marie presents her video, from Salt Lake City, the young 

generation, a spiritual person who hungered for knowledge, left family and become 

"black sheep", she was born ALS, she asked spirit and was lead to Keshe, learning the 

science of creation, took first step and nano coated, wanted something material to help 

people with pain. She went out and bought a beautiful bottle for the Gans and it started to 

glow and light up the room, loose the concept and feel one with it. (3:44). She can see 

some kind of light but not the same light, he asked if she could create it, she responds by 

rambling, not clear, reads a quote.  (4:05). Renan from Philippines presents. He made a 

Nano coiled helmet, and a belt, and a Dry Gans patch using CO2 and CH3 put on band-

Aid, or with tiny coiled Gans, good for wounds, Health Cups by putting Gans in plastic 

cups and or coils and fruits on top to absorb properties, you can customize by using the 

blood but only for yourself, Gans health tubes bracelet.   (4:22).  Ali teaches again, 

explain experience in SS, 3 people communicate but different, received the message 

before speaking, you can hear the thinking before it comes physical, only flew 4 times 

with craft, first lift was 1000 feet, something came from own shielding damage body, one 

switch on it jump up 3 meters. (4:37). Did some work with free energy. (4:46). 2 people 

to control craft, 1 to operate the balls, flight for 2 to 3 hours, how he landed back to same 

spot??, Ali saw black spots on the craft, Keshe says someone else getting black spots on 

ceiling of test where Star Formation, come from energy release in the structure, not 

gamma rays. Alex got the black spots, just under the light in living room, 2 different 

metals may be capacitor.   (4:59).  A lot of energy in the house, no one like to eat, always 

feel full. They are discussing a test to control a reactor with thoughts, 136 Hz for 4 days, 

then he uses thoughts to control reactor, he has been able to change fields in reactors. 

Alex put a drop of Gans in water bottle and kept 3 cm from reactor and it created Gans by 

itself.  (5:06). The plasma creates nano layers so it can move in, he draws it. Plasma can 

not go through matter in one go, it first creates a nano layer and then penetrates, these are 

the black spots.  (5:10).  How he landed back in the same spot, he created "twinity" in 

respect to his take off position, (drew infinity loop around craft and take off position), 

that becomes the reference point, it's locked to that MG fields point, you get a flash when 

you change the point of reference, you always come back to the same point unless you 

change the point.  (5:17). Keshe clarifies question about Mercury from last week, it has 



states of solid, liquid and gas (vapor) at same time, this is its matter state, the heat when 

nano coating changes from molecular structure to atomic structure, Mercury when enters 

body of man acts as a Gans state, like mercury fillings we constantly chew and breath in, 

this is also why problems with immunizations when they add mercury to it, it behaves as 

a Gans, and why you get psychological damage and motor with fillings even, every time 

you chew you vaporize it and goes to nostrils, and effects the brain and autism, and why 

immunizations are dangerous, science hasn't understood that body works on Gans level 

not matter. (5:29).  Solution, you put the immunization floating on water inside a cup 

with the Gans of mercury around and the MG fields will be transferred out of 

immunization or will it add to problem. There is a machine to measure how a child will 

react to the mercury.   

 


